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Abstract

In nonlinear MHD simulations of DIII-D QH-mode plasmas it has been found that low $n$ kink/peeling modes (KPMs) are unstable and grow to a saturated kink-peeling mode. The features of the dominant saturated KPMs, which are localised toroidally by nonlinear coupling of harmonics, such as mode frequencies, density fluctuations and their effect on pedestal particle and energy transport, are in good agreement with the observations of the edge harmonic oscillation typically present in DIII-D QH-mode experiments. The nonlinear evolution of MHD modes including both kink-peeling modes and ballooning modes, is investigated through MHD simulations by varying the pedestal current and pressure relative to the initial conditions of DIII-D QH-mode plasma. The edge current and pressure at the pedestal are key parameters for the plasma either saturating to a QH-mode regime or a ballooning mode dominant regime. The influence of $E \times B$ flow and its shear on the QH-mode plasma has been investigated. $E \times B$ flow shear has a strong stabilisation effect on the medium to high-$n$ modes but is destabilising for the $n = 2$ mode. The QH-mode extrapolation results of an ITER $Q = 10$ plasma show that the pedestal currents are large enough to destabilise $n = 1$–5 KPMs, leading to a stationary saturated kink-peeling mode.
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1. Introduction

High performance and energy confinement in H-mode operation makes it the preferred regime in current tokamak machines and future devices such as ITER. However, the large pressure and current gradient in the H-mode edge transport barrier often drives edge localised modes (ELMs) which can produce high transient power and particle loads which may cause rapid erosion of the divertor plates in future machines [1, 2]. Due to the detrimental effects of ELMs on the plasma facing components’ lifetime, there is a large ongoing effort on ELM control in both experimental and theoretical modelling areas [3–9]. The Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode) regime [10] has been found to provide high...
energy confinement without the large transient energy fluxes to PFCs associated with ELMs. In the QH-mode, the ELM bursts are replaced by a saturated MHD instability, the so-called edge harmonic oscillation (EHO), which provides stationary enhanced edge particle transport and limits the plasma to just below the peeling-balloonning stability limit. The MHD theory suggested that the EHO is a kink/peeling mode (KPM), driven by high edge current and rotation, that enables the plasma to enter into a stationary state without ELMs [11, 12]. The typical recipe for obtaining QH-mode regime explored on DIII-D is using neutral beam injection (NBI) either in the co direction or counter direction of the plasma current under conditions of low pedestal density/collisionality with strong plasma shaping [13, 14].

One key question is what causes the plasma to develop into a QH-mode with a saturated KPM (EHO) or into a regime with ELMs. Early studies showed that the edge toroidal rotation provided by NBI torque could be an important ingredient in QH-mode. Recently, experiments achieved access to QH-mode with zero-net NBI torque [15, 16], i.e. closer to ITER conditions. Later theoretical investigation on the effect of parallel rotation indicated that parallel rotation does not have a significant effect on the EHO saturation [17]. In experiments the QH-mode access with zero-net NBI torque are under the conditions in which $E \times B$ flow shear is required to obtain QH-mode with EHO. This indicates that the $E \times B$ rotation is an important factor in the evolution of the EHO, yet the mechanism of QH-mode onset and saturation still remains unclear. Hence, understanding the physics mechanisms leading to saturation of EHO in DIII-D QH-modes and the role of plasma rotation in EHO behaviour is an important issue for evaluating whether the QH-mode regime is an alternative option for high fusion performance operation at ITER. For this purpose, the nonlinear evolution of MHD modes including toroidal modes typical for both KPMs and ballooning modes, have been investigated with the 3D nonlinear MHD code JOREK [18, 19] based on DIII-D QH-mode plasma #145117 from two different approaches. The initial conditions of the pedestal of plasma #145117, which is close to kink-peeling MHD stability boundary, have been varied to higher pedestal pressure but lower edge current where it is close to the ballooning mode to obtain conditions of either the EHO or Type I ELMs in the edge MHD stability space. Secondly, the $E \times B$ rotation speed in the pedestal region is varied to iterate MHD simulations have been performed for the plasma conditions expected in ITER high fusion power plasmas ($Q = 10$) to determine whether KPMs can be excited in ITER H-mode discharges.

2. The JOREK code and DIII-D data

The JOREK code [18] evolves the 3D nonlinear MHD equations in full toroidal X-point geometry including the separatrix, open and closed field lines. Both the full MHD model and reduced MHD models are available in JOREK. For the study presented here, the reduced MHD model is used; the details of the model can be found in [17]. In the JOREK code, both the poloidal plane $(R, Z)$ and the physics variables are discretised by bi-cubic C1 Bezzer finite elements [20]. For an accurate representation of the small-scale radial variations and the large anisotropy of the perpendicular heat conduction, the finite elements are aligned to the flux surfaces of the initial equilibrium. The grid of finite elements extends up to a wall coinciding with a given flux surface outside the separatrix, here typically at a normalised poloidal flux of $\psi_N = 1.08$ (where $\psi_N = 0$ on the magnetic axis and $\psi_N = 1$ at the separatrix). The variation in toroidal direction is represented with a Fourier series. The applied boundary conditions are different for boundaries parallel to the magnetic field (i.e. where the boundary of the domain coincides with a flux surface) and boundaries where the magnetic field crosses the boundary (i.e. open field lines in the divertor region). The boundary conditions on the wall surfaces coinciding with a flux surface are such that the values of all variables (density, temperature, electric potential, parallel velocity and poloidal flux) are constant in time. The conditions on the poloidal flux and electric potential correspond to ideal wall boundary conditions. Although the poloidal flux is constant at the wall, the gradient of the flux (i.e. the tangential magnetic field) is not fixed, consistent with ideal wall conditions. The condition on the electric potential leads to a tangential flow along the wall, i.e. no flow into the wall. On boundaries with open field lines, the boundary conditions are determined by sheath physics, as commonly applied in divertor physics simulations. The parallel component of the velocity is set to the local sound speed in the outgoing direction. The boundary condition on the parallel energy flux is described by a sheath transmission factor relating the convective and conductive energy fluxes [21]. Free boundary simulations including a resistive wall and a vacuum region can be conducted through the coupling of the JOREK and STARWALL codes [22]. In this paper, the effects of a resistive wall in DIII-D QH-mode will not be discussed, as the wall is far enough from the plasma in this discharge so that the wall effects on MHD instability are not strong [17]. In [17] it was found that the resistive wall is not an essential ingredient to obtain a saturated kink-peeling mode (EHO). Kink-peeling modes which are unstable in the presence of an ideally conducting wall do saturate at a level consistent with experimentally observed amplitudes of the EHO. This indicates that the explanation proposed in [30], that the EHO is a saturated resistive wall mode at marginal stability, is not the only option to explain the occurrence of the EHO. The resistive wall is applied in one of the ITER simulations (see section 5) where the initial equilibrium is close to marginal stability. The time stepping is performed using the fully implicit Crank-Nicolson or Gear’s scheme, so that the size of time steps depends only on the time scale of the instabilities that are simulated. The implicit scheme results in a sparse system of equations, which is iteratively solved with the GMRES method. The diagonal block matrices corresponding to the individual toroidal harmonics are applied as an effective preconditioner, which are
solved independently using the direct parallel sparse matrix solver PaStiX [23].

Considering the possibility of operation in ITER with the available input torque and externally imposed 3D fields, DIII-D QH-mode discharge #145117 is chosen as a starting point of the simulations in this paper. In this discharge the plasma current \( I_p = 1.1 \text{MA} \), the toroidal magnetic field \( B_t = 1.9 \text{T} \), the neutral beam has been injected in counter current direction at first and then switched to an increasing power in co-direction, for a relevant ITER-like co-torque level. A 3D non-axisymmetric (NA) magnetic field perturbation is applied in this discharge in order to add neoclassical toroidal viscous (NTV) torque in addition to the beam torque. The equilibrium used in the analysis presented here have been obtained from reconstructions with the EFIT code [24] using the magnetic and profile data for this discharge.

3. Nonlinear simulations with initial experimental equilibrium and modified equilibrium for DIII-D QH-modes

Nonlinear MHD simulations of the DIII-D shot #145117 have been performed with the JOREK code assuming ideal wall boundary conditions as detailed above. The influence of external 3D NA non-resonant magnetic fields and rotations, which are applied in the experiment for this discharge, is not included in the study presented here. From the initial 2D static equilibrium of EFIT, JOREK reconstructs a new stationary equilibrium with flows by evolving the \( n = 0 \) toroidal mode to a stationary state. The poloidal plane is discretised with 2D cubic Bezier finite elements, aligned to the initial equilibrium flux surfaces, typically with 96 elements in the radial direction and up to 250 poloidal elements. For an accurate representation of the kink-peeling instabilities at the plasma boundary, the grid is locally refined in the pedestal region and near scrape off layer with a local radial size of 2 mm per cubic element. In order to keep the profiles of density and temperature approximately constant in time and similar to the experimental profiles from EFIT, density and temperature diffusion coefficients in JOREK are chosen. The perpendicular particle diffusion and perpendicular and parallel heat conductivity are set to \( D_\perp = 2.1 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \), \( \kappa_\perp = 2.1 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \) and \( \kappa_\parallel = 1 \times 10^9 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1} \). To represent the H-mode transport barrier, a local minimum in the profile of the diffusion coefficients is applied to preserve the gradients. The diffusivities in the pedestal are set to \( D_{\text{ped}} = 0.08D_\perp \), \( \kappa_{\text{ped}} = 0.25\kappa_\perp \). Particle and heating sources are applied to keep the total energy and particle constant in the stationary state without MHD activity. (The applied heating source and consequently the transport coefficients in the simulation are a factor of 2 higher compared to the experiment, the amplitude of the particle source is difficult to evaluate in the experiment.) After reaching the stationary equilibrium for \( n = 0 \) with consistent profiles and flows, the \( n > 0 \) toroidal modes are included in the simulation.

In the simulation including low-\( n \) toroidal harmonics \( (n = 0–5) \), KPMs have been found to be unstable and grow to a saturated level in the edge of the plasma [17]. The time evolution of the local density fluctuation at normalised poloidal flux \( \psi = 0.95 \) at the outer mid-plane due to the \( n = 1–5 \) KPM in the saturation phase, and the corresponding mode spectrum of the plasma density is shown in figure 1. The evolution of the density shows non-sinusoidal oscillations containing \( n = 1–5 \) coupled toroidal modes. The spectrum, coloured by the amplitude of the density perturbation, shows that the \( n = 1 \) mode has the largest amplitude. The frequency of the \( n = 1 \) harmonic is \( \sim 1.4 \text{kHz} \). The ratio of the frequency between different toroidal modes is constant, consistent with experimental measurements. This indicates a
Two cases are considered, one case with toroidal mode numbers (to reduce the computational time). This can be justified by the experimental observation that in case of a dominant $n = 2$ mode only the even modes are coupled to form a toroidally localised structure. The first initial condition considered corresponds to the experimental data of discharge #145117, close to the kink-peeling stability limit. A second equilibrium [26] is constructed with an increased pedestal pressure and reduced edge current bringing the pedestal close to the ballooning mode stability limit (detailed below).

Figure 3 shows the time evolution of the perturbation of the magnetic energy for each of the toroidal modes $n = 1–10$ from the JOREK simulation of the original DIII-D equilibrium from the linear growth phase (a) to the saturation phase (b). The magnetic energy for each toroidal harmonic is defined as the integral over the poloidal area in the computational domain of the square of the poloidal magnetic field perturbation $W_{\text{mag},n} = \int |\nabla \psi_n|^2/R \, dA$. The linear growth phase, from time 0.8 to 1.2 ms, is shown in figure 3(a) dominated by the highest toroidal mode number $n = 10$. Due to nonlinear coupling with the modes $n = 5–10$, the growth of the modes $n = 1–4$ is nonlinearly excited later from 1.0 ms onwards [27]. In the saturation phase, the magnetic energy perturbation of $n = 1–3$ has a much higher level than that of $n = 4–10$ modes and that, particularly the $n = 2$ mode dominates in this phase. The amplitude of the high-$n$ harmonics quickly decays to a low level once the system reaches a stationary state.

The density profiles for two toroidal phases ($\phi = 0, \pi$) in the stationary state for $n = 0–10$ modes together with that of the stationary JOREK equilibrium state ($n = 0$, blue curve) are shown in figure 4, compared with the initial experimental density profile (black curve). In the presence of dominant KPMs and residual ballooning modes the density decreases by more than 30% at the pedestal. The different density profiles at different toroidal phases also indicate that the density has an oscillation at the edge of the plasma with a radial displacement of the maximum gradient in the pedestal.

---

**Figure 2.** Profiles of pressure (a) and current density (b) before and during the KPM saturation phase.
of about 1.5 cm. Figure 5 shows the 3D helical, toroidally localised, structure of the density perturbation on the surface of the plasma boundary (corresponding to $\psi = 1.0$).

To verify the convergence with higher toroidal mode numbers, the simulation is repeated with the toroidal mode numbers $n = 0–20$, keeping only the even numbers modes. The evolution of the magnetic energies is shown in figure 6. Also in this case, in the linear growth phase the highest toroidal mode (here $n = 20$) has the largest growth rate. This leads to an initial short burst of $36 \mu s$ of this $n = 20$ mode during which no significant plasma energy is lost. However, as in the $n = 0–10$ case, the nonlinear mode coupling leads to a fast growth of the lower $n$ modes. This leads to a saturation phase with $n = 2–6$ as the dominant toroidal harmonics. The modes $n = 14–20$ then decay to a low amplitude in the saturation phase. Therefore, although in the linear phase the mode with the largest growth rate depends on the highest mode number included in the simulation, this does not change the physics of the nonlinear saturation phase. The mode numbers in the saturation phase are determined by the nonlinear mode coupling, leading to the fast growth of the low-$n$ toroidal harmonics. These low-$n$ modes then saturate into a quasi-stationary state.

According to MHD theory, high edge current drives KPMs unstable whereas a high gradient of pressure at pedestal drives unstable ballooning modes. The MHD linear ideal stability analysis of the pedestal plasma indicates that QH-mode plasmas in the presence of the EHO are usually in a stable region but close to the current driven kink/peeling stability boundary. For the discharge #145117, the analysis of KPM stability at the pedestal has been performed with the linear ideal MHD code MISHKA-1 [28], see figure 7. For the calculation of the edge stability diagram, a set of equilibria has been constructed where the pedestal current and pedestal...
number modes from equilibrium, the growth rate is calculated for toroidal mode current and total thermal plasma energy constant. For each pressure are independently varied while keeping the total pedestal pressure is increased by decreasing the diffusivities at pedestal to $D_\text{ped} = 0.01D_\text{e}$ and $\kappa_\text{ped} = 0.03\kappa_\text{e}$. In the new stationary equilibrium, see figure 8(a), the edge current density profile has been reduced by 30% (red curve) compared with the experimental equilibrium current density of the DIII-D QH-mode plasma #145117 black curve). The pressure at the top of the pedestal (red curve) is increased about 40% compared with the experimental equilibrium pressure profile of plasma #145117 black curve), as shown in figure 8(b).

The time evolution of the magnetic energy for the toroidal modes $n = 1$–10 for the modified equilibrium with lower edge current and higher pressure pedestal during the linear growth phase is similar to that of the simulation with the experimental equilibrium, with high-$n$ modes having the largest growth rates and dominating the linear growth phase. Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the magnetic energy perturbations. Early in the nonlinear phase, a strong ELM-like behaviour is observed due to the $n = 10$ mode with a large amplitude, occurring in multiple bursts. The duration of this bursty phase is about 250 $\mu$s, which is typical for an ELM event. From 1.2 ms onwards, the $n = 10$ ballooning mode decays to a low level, similar to the simulation of the experimental equilibrium. The state after the ELM is dominated by an $n = 9$ mode while $n = 2$ becomes the secondary mode. After a longer time evolution, the amplitude of the energy of the $n = 10$ ballooning mode slowly rises and dominates the stationary system. As could be expected, the larger pedestal pressure and lower edge current are the factors which push the plasma towards the ballooning stability limit and this is reflected in the harmonic composition of the saturated modes. The density oscillation at the edge of plasma and pedestal loss is shown in figure 10 at different toroidal phases. Note that here the density loss at the pedestal is smaller than that in the simulation of the experimental plasma conditions due to the increase of the density source which is added to obtain a higher pedestal pressure equilibrium.

The results of the simulation of the modified equilibrium including even number toroidal modes between $n = 0$ and 20 is shown in figure 11. The initial burst around $t = 1$ ms occurs again for the highest toroidal mode number included. Up to 2.5 ms there is no clear dominant toroidal harmonic but on a longer timescale the mode $n = 10$ becomes dominant, consistent with the simulation including only the modes $n = 0$–10.

For a more direct comparison of the saturated state of these two equilibria, the DIII-D QH-mode plasma #145117 and the modified equilibrium with lower edge current and higher pedestal pressure, the time averaged magnetic energies during the saturation phase of the modes $n = 1$–10 and the even number modes $n = 2$–20 are shown in figures 12(a) and (b). The black curve in figure 12(a), showing the energies averaged between 1.5 and 5.4 ms, indicates that for the DIII-D QH-mode plasma the magnetic energies of the low-$n$ modes clearly have a higher level compared to higher number modes $n \geq 5$; in particular the $n = 2$ mode dominates in the saturation phase. This is characteristic for an EHO, i.e. a saturated low-$n$ KPM, in a QH-mode plasma. For the plasma with lower edge current and higher pedestal pressure (red curve), for which the
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Figure 6. Time evolution of the perturbed magnetic energy of even number modes $n = 2$–20 at the saturation phase for the simulation of #145117.

![Figure 7](image7.png)

Figure 7. Linear ideal MHD stability diagram of the pedestal plasma in DIII-D QH-modes. The blue star represents the equilibrium of the DIII-D QH-mode plasma #145117, the red star is the modified equilibrium with lower edge current and higher pedestal pressure. The colour code indicates the toroidal mode number of the most unstable mode.
energies are averaged between 1.5 and 4.2 ms, both the low number mode \( n = 2 \) and intermediate numbers mode \( n = \{9, 10\} \) have a high level of magnetic energy. In this case, both low-\(n\) (EHO) mode and intermediate number mode (ballooning modes) have similar intensities but the intermediate number ballooning mode dominates the MHD behaviour.

Considering the even modes between \( n = 0 \) and 20 with a comparable behaviour to the equivalent \( n = 0-10 \) cases is obtained. In the experimental equilibrium, the saturation phase is dominated by low-\(n\) KPMs whereas at higher pressure gradient and lower edge current, an additional medium-\(n\) mode \( (n = 10) \) appears, dominating the saturation phase. For both cases, the contributions of the toroidal modes \( n > 10 \) are not significant.

4. Effect of \( E \times B \) rotation on the MHD modes stability on DIII-D QH-modes

To study the influence of the \( E \times B \) rotation in the pedestal, the rotation profile has been modified to have different speeds at the edge of the plasma relative to the experimental QH-mode plasma \#145117. In the JOREK code, the rotation has been changed by adding an additional rotation source in the perpendicular momentum equation with the following radial profile:

\[
S_{\psi_{\text{ped}}}(\psi_N) = -\frac{2\pi}{\tau}(\psi_N - \psi_{\text{ped}})e^{-\frac{(\psi_N - \psi_{\text{ped}})}{\sigma \tau}},
\]

where \( S \) and \( \sigma \) control the maximum value and width of the \( E \times B \) rotation at pedestal, \( \psi_{\text{ped}} \) is the normalised poloidal flux at the top of the pedestal, \( \psi_{\text{ped}} = 0.93 \). Note that the work presented here is a first investigation of the influence of \( E \times B \) rotation...
rotation shear in the pedestal region. The corresponding toroidal rotation profiles in the stationary equilibrium are shown in figure 13(b).

Figure 14(a) shows the time evolution of the perturbed magnetic energy of the toroidal modes \( n = 1–10 \) with an edge \( E \times B \) speed \( V_{E\times B} = 24 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) from the linear growing phase to stationary state. With this \( E \times B \) equilibrium flow in the pedestal, the \( n = 2 \) KPM starts to grow earliest at time 1.6 ms and grows strongest, dominating the linear growth phase until it reaches a saturated state. The \( n = 3 \) mode has a smaller growth rate. Due to the nonlinear coupling, the \( n = 1 \) and \( n = 4 \) harmonics grow nonlinearly with the remaining modes starting later and then grow nonlinearly with a large growth rate. Note that this is different from the case with zero \( E \times B \) rotation shown in figure 4(a) where the high-\( n \) (\( n = 10 \)) mode dominates the linear growing phase with strongest linear growth rate and the low-\( n \) modes have nonlinear growth due to the nonlinear coupling with the high-\( n \) modes. After 3 ms the plasma enters a stationary state, with a dominant \( n = 2 \) KPM mode. The coupling with the sideband harmonics (\( n = 4, 6, 8 \)), i.e. multiples of the base harmonic \( n = 2 \), forms a toroidally localised structure, typical of the EHO, similar to the \( n = 1 \) case without \( E \times B \) rotation in section 3. The odd harmonics are not coupled to the even modes and remain at a smaller amplitude.

A contour plot of the flux for the perturbation of toroidal modes \( n = 1–10 \) with edge \( E \times B \) speed \( V_{E\times B} = 24 \text{ km s}^{-1} \) in the poloidal plane during the stationary state in figure 14(b) shows the structure of the nonlinearly saturated KPM localised near the separatrix. The saturated KPM rotates in the counter clockwise poloidal direction due to \( E \times B \) flow with a frequency of 5.9 kHz. The edge \( E \times B \) speed increases about 30\% to 31 km s\(^{-1}\) due the presence of the KPM itself. Even in the simulation without \( E \times B \) rotation source, the \( E \times B \) rotation is increased, driven by the Maxwell stress due to the magnetic perturbation of the MHD instability. Figure 15 shows the saturated mode rotation frequency versus the edge \( E \times B \) rotation speed in the stationary phase of the KPM: higher \( E \times B \) rotation drives a higher MHD mode rotation frequency in the poloidal direction.

The linear growth rate of each toroidal harmonic from \( n = 1 \) to 10 during the linear growth phase for five cases with different \( E \times B \) rotation is shown in figure 16(a). The growth rates are normalised with \( \sqrt{\mu_0 \rho_0} \), where \( \rho_0 \) is the mass density at the magnetic axis. It is found that the equilibrium \( E \times B \) rotation strongly stabilises the linear growth of toroidal modes for \( n > 2 \). However, the linear growth of \( n = 1 \) and \( n = 2 \) increase with increasing \( E \times B \) rotation but decrease again at the highest \( E \times B \) rotation considered, in agreement with [25]. It is notable that the linear growth rate of high-\( n \) modes increases again when the \( E \times B \) edge rotation speed is increased above 24 km s\(^{-1}\), which implies that the high \( n \) modes in the plasma may possibly become unstable again for higher edge \( E \times B \) rotation speeds than we present in this paper. The nonlinear growth rate of the magnetic energy for the \( n = 1–5 \) modes with different \( E \times B \) rotation speeds at the edge, shown in figure 16(b), indicates that the \( E \times B \) rotation strongly stabilises the nonlinear growth of low-\( n \) modes \( n = 1–5 \). The nonlinear growth rates are defined here as the exponential growth rate of the toroidal harmonics due to...
to the toroidal coupling with other toroidal harmonics. For example, in figure 14(a), the growth rate of the $n = 1$ mode increases significantly at $t = 2.5$ ms when the origin of the growth rate changes from the linear MHD instability to the nonlinear coupling of the higher-$n$ harmonics.

The time-averaged magnetic energies in the nonlinear saturation phase of the modes $n = 1$–10 with different edge $E \times B$ rotation speeds are plotted in figure 17(a). This figure shows that also in the saturation phase, the $n > 2$ modes are strongly reduced by the $E \times B$ flow (or flow shear). At the highest rotation rates, also the saturation level of the $n = 2$ mode is reduced by the flow. With increasing edge $E \times B$ rotation speed, the loss of density in the pedestal due to the MHD, see figure 17(b), is reduced due to the reduced saturation amplitude of the KPM (EHO). Consequently, the pressure profile has less pedestal loss and a smaller oscillation at the edge of plasma as the temperature is not affected much by the KPMs.

These JOREK simulations show that $E \times B$ rotation has strong stabilisation influence on high-$n$ modes but destabilises the $n = 2$ mode in both the linear growth phase and the nonlinear saturation phase and can sustain the plasma in QH-mode regime. In addition, the particle transport at the pedestal is reduced by the increase of edge $E \times B$ rotation speed. In these simulations the influence of toroidal rotation, diamagnetic rotation and the wall effects and RMPs are not included.
Adding these effects remains to be done for future studies in order to fully understand the influence of rotation on edge MHD plasma stability in DIII-D QH-modes.

5. JOREK simulations of QH-modes in ITER high Q plasmas

The low-\( n \) stability of an ITER \( Q = 10 \) baseline scenario with a plasma current \( I = 15 \) MA, magnetic field \( B = 5.3 \) T, major radius \( R = 6.2 \) m, minor radius \( a = 2.0 \) m has been analysed with respect to the access to a possible QH-mode regime. The equilibrium of this ITER plasma has been generated by CORSICA \[29\]. Preliminary results of the simulations including toroidal harmonics \( n = 0–1 \) and the ITER resistive wall (the vacuum vessel) by using the JOREK-STARWALL codes \[20\] have been obtained. The STARWALL code solves for the magnetic fields in the vacuum region and currents in the (thin) resistive wall. This solution provides the boundary conditions for the magnetic field in JOREK. The equilibrium with a pedestal pressure of 120 kPa is unstable to a slow growing \( n = 1 \) KPM with a growth rate \( \sim 1 \) ms\(^{-1} \) when a realistic wall resistivity of \( \eta = 1.0 \times 10^{-6} \) \( \Omega \) m is used. The growth rate of the mode increases with increasing wall resistivity, i.e. in this case the instability can also be identified as a resistive wall mode \[30\]. The resistive wall is more important in this particular case because the initial equilibrium is ideal MHD stable in the presence of an ideally conducting wall. In the nonlinear phase, the KPM saturates into a quasi-stationary state with a relatively small amplitude density oscillation caused by a displacement of the flux surface at the plasma boundary of \( \sim 1 \) cm. The plasma density at the separatrix and the resistive wall coloured by the current potential level during the saturation phase of the \( n = 1 \) mode show the characteristic KPM structure localised at the edge of plasma as shown in figure 18(a). After the EHO characteristics have been obtained in the JOREK simulation with \( n = 0–1 \) toroidal harmonics, simulations have been carried out including more toroidal harmonics \( n = 0–5 \) but with an ideally conducting wall. Figure 18(b) shows the time evolution of the magnetic energy perturbation for \( n = 1–5 \) modes for the simulation of ITER Q = 10 plasma. There is an initial exponential growth phase of MHD modes in the time evolution of the magnetic energy which lasts from 2 to 7 ms dominated by the medium-\( n \) mode (\( n = 4 \)). The modes \( n = 1–3 \) start growing later at 10 ms with an exponential growth rate.
growth 10 times stronger than other modes due to nonlinear coupling. After the plasma saturates into a 3D stationary state, the dominant modes of the MHD instability are still the $n = 4$ and $5$ modes. The nonlinear growth of the low-$n$ modes ($n = 1, 2$), as found for the DIII-D QH-mode equilibrium without $E \times B$ flows, does not appear to be relevant in this case.

Thus, the saturated kink-peeling modes, characteristic of the EHO in QH-modes, have been found in the ITER simulations. However the saturation amplitude is relatively small compared to the DIII-D QH-mode case. Further studies are required to determine whether the presence of an EHO and QH-mode operation is compatible with ITER $Q = 10$ scenarios; notably extending the $n = 0–5$ simulations to include a resistive wall, as the interaction with the wall appears to be more significant in the ITER scenario analysed here compared to DIII-D. The larger influence of the resistive wall in this ITER case is likely due to the assumed initial equilibrium being close to marginal stability in presence of an ideally conducting wall.
6. Conclusions

To study the onset and saturation physics mechanism of the EHO in the QH-mode, with the long-term goal to determine if the QH-mode can be an option for operation in future devices such as ITER, nonlinear MHD simulations of DIII-D QH-mode plasmas have been carried out with the code JOREK. The EHO, identified as a saturated kink-peeling mode, is an essential ingredient to obtain the QH-mode. The influence of different physics aspects (edge current density, pedestal pressure and $E \times B$ rotation) on the growth and saturation of the kink-peeling modes in QH-mode plasmas has been evaluated. Simulations with initial DIII-D experimental data, not including plasma rotation, show that the plasma develops a saturated $n = 1$ kink-peeling mode which can be identified as the EHO in QH-mode plasmas. The reduction of edge current density and of the pedestal pressure caused by the KPMs sustain the plasma in the kink-peeling marginally stable regime thus avoiding the occurrence of ELMs. In the simulation including $n = 0$–10 toroidal modes, the high-$n$ harmonics, associated with ballooning modes, have the largest linear growth rate and dominate in the linear phase. After an initial burst due to the high-$n$ harmonics, the plasma non-linearly saturates into a new 3D stationary phase dominated by low-$n$ harmonics associated with KPMs. In this case, the low-$n$ modes are non-linearly driven by toroidal mode coupling. The saturated KPMs lead to oscillations in the edge plasma density with the typical multi-harmonic content associated with the EHO in QH-mode plasmas observed experimentally in diagnostics and fast reflectometer measurements. Variation of the pedestal profiles of the initial equilibria has shown that at increased pedestal pressure and lower pedestal current, the saturated state of the EHO with low-$n$ KPMs does not develop. Instead, there is an initial ELM-like event followed by a stationary phase in which ballooning modes represented by medium-$n$ modes $n = 9$–10 dominate over the KPMs/EHO. This suggests that sufficient edge plasma current is required for driving unstable/saturate an EHO and to obtain a stationary QH-mode. Lower plasma edge current levels with higher pedestal pressures drive the plasma into ballooning instability, i.e. into the ELMy H-mode domain.

The nonlinear MHD simulations with different $E \times B$ rotation speed at the edge of QH-mode plasma indicated that $E \times B$ rotation strongly stabilises high-$n$ modes but destabilises low-$n$ modes particularly the $n = 2$ mode in the linear growth phase, which is consistent with some experimental observations and linear MHD modelling [25]. In this case, the linearly most unstable mode ($n = 2$) also dominates the nonlinear saturation phase. All the other modes are strongly stabilised, which causes less density pedestal loss and a smaller plasma displacement at the outer mid-plane during the stationary phase. The simulation results suggest that $E \times B$ rotation plays an important role from the linear growth phase through to the KPM/EHO stationary state by destabilising the toroidal mode $n = 2$ but stabilising high-$n$ modes ($n > 5$). In addition, with increasing $E \times B$ rotation the particle loss at the pedestal due to the KPM mode is reduced due to a reduction of the amplitude of the saturated KPM with increasing $E \times B$ flow.

Initial JOREK simulation results of ITER $Q = 10$ plasmas show that the pedestal currents due to the bootstrap current are large enough to destabilise low-$n$ kink-peeling modes. These modes saturate nonlinearly into a 3D stationary state with an EHO. However, a smaller mode amplitude (in dimensionless units) and, consequently, less density loss at the edge of ITER plasma is found during the saturated state as compared to the modelling for DIII-D QH-mode plasmas. One of the remaining questions is what the minimum amplitude the EHO must have to obtain a QH-mode regime. The EHO induced density losses must be large enough to saturate the pedestal pressure to avoid the occurrence of ELMs. Further studies including more physics effects such as diamagnetic and neoclassical flows and a resistive wall together with...
detailed validation of the simulation results with experiments are needed to improve the predictive capability towards ITER.
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